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ABSTRACT 
A survey of  methods to determine the collective properties of  the spectrum of a large-scale many- 
body system is given. They have been recently described and applied to a wide variety of  fields 
in the physical sciences, from atomic and nuclear physics to solid state theory and geophysics. 
These methods use the classical Lanczos algorithm of tridiagonalization asa function-theoretic 
method?nd onot  require the diagonalization of  any matrix. The procedures outlined in this 
paper are able to express not only the N-dimensional Jacobi Hamiltbnian of  a physical system in 
terms of  the spectral distribution c01(E ) of  an arbitrary starting vector 11~> of  the reduced Hilbert 
space, but also the total density of states and its asymptotic limit (i.e. N--~oo) as well as other 
densities of  states of the system, e.g. that of  the so-called group orbital in chemisorption theory. 
Also, procedures to calculate the total density of  states of  a Jacobi Hamiltonian and the asymptotic 
al limit in terms of its matrix elements are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
From 1950 till now the tridiagonalization method of 
Cornelius Lanczos [1] has become afundamental 
cornerstone b tween mathematics and physics. In 
numerical nalysis, remarkably after the Paige's thesis 
[2], it plays a predominant role in solving the eigen- 
problem of real and symmetric matrices of high- 
dimensionality. In this case the Lanczos method [3] 
is more efficient than the other known methods of 
diagonalization (Householder, Jacobi, Givens .... [4]) 
because, contrary to these methods, it does not require 
to complete the tridiagona!Jzation step to obtain some 
eigen-information. Furthermore, the Lanczos method 
can be applied directly to operators without he inter- 
mediate step of constructing a matrix representation 
of the operator. 
The last two properties have led the Lanczos method 
to become an interesting research subject in itself and 
to be applied in numerous branches of physics, e.g. in 
atomic and molecular physics [5]-[9], in nuclear 
physics [101-[20],[44],[75]-[761, in solid state theory 
[21]-[33], in mathematical physics [34]-[35],[42]- 
[44], in geophysical sciences [36], etc. 
Nowadays the Lanczos method is an indispensable 
tool to investigate not only the properties of individual 
character (i.e. level energies and eigenfunctions) of
the spectrum of a large-scale many-body system, e.g. 
see [5]-[18], but also the spectral properties of collect- 
ive or general character such as the local density of 
states (also called the strength function or weighted 
density of states), e.g. see [20]-[24] and [27]-[31], 
the spectral density of the group orbitals, e.g. see 
[25]-[26] and [33], and the total or bulk density of 
states (also called unweighted density of states), e.g. 
see [32]-[33] and [35]. 
From the f~trst point of view the Lanczos method 
defines acomputational algorithm which is very 
efficient in diagonalizing the Hamfltonian of a 
quantum-mechanical system, especially if one is only 
interested in the first few (e.g. about 20 or 30 in 
nuclear shell model calculations) lowest-lying or the 
last few highest-lying eigenvalues and the correspond- 
ing eigenvectors. More precisely, in this sense the 
Lanczos method is an iterative scheme which, starting 
from an initial vector I1> (an arbitrary vector of the 
Hilbert space of the system), converts the eigenvalue 
problem associated to a quantum-mechanical Hamilton- 
ian into one of finding the eigensolutions ofa Jacobi 
matrix, i.e. a real symmetric tridiagonal matrix. The 
main characteristics of this scheme are : 
(1) the eigenvalues of the m X m principal submatrix 
formed after m iterations rapidly converge monoton- 
icaUy to the eigenvalues of the full N-dimensional 
Hamiltonian; 
(2) The accuracy and stability of this scheme is in- 
credibly large according to the analysis performed by 
Paige [3], [371,[801 and other authors [381-[401. 
From the second point of view, the Lanczos algorithm 
may be regarded as a function-theoretic method which 
permits the determination f a number of relevant 
collective properties of the spectrum of levels of a 
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large scale many-body system in terms of the expecta- 
tion values of the associated Hamiltonian evaluated 
at the initial vector [1>. This is so because of the 
close connection of this method wkh the moment 
problem [34],[41]-[42], the technique of Padt approx- 
imants [24],[43]-[44], the theory of continued frac- 
tions [45]-[46], the theory of Jacobi matrices and 
orthogonal polynomials [41],[47]-[48] and with 
techniques of construction of Gaussian quadrature 
rules [49]-[55]. 
The purpose of this paper is to survey this second 
aspect of the Lanczos method. More precisely the 
paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the concept 
of spectral density distribution c01(E ) of the initial or 
starting vector [1> in a finite Hilbert space is discussed. 
This mathematical concept physically represents he 
local or weighted ensity of states at a certain site of 
the many-body system under consideration. Three 
methods to calculate this density are briefly consider- 
ed. Section 3 contains adescription of the Lanczos 
method of tridiagonalization. It is briefly shown how 
a basis is generated in the Hilbert space. That basis is 
called Lanczos basis. The matrix representation f 
the N-dimensional Hamiitonian of our quantum- 
mechanical system in the Lanczos basis has a Jacobi 
form. 
In section 4 the spectral densities of the vectors of the 
Lanczos basis are analysed and expressed in terms of 
the density_ COl(E ) of the starting vector. The vectors 
Ira> ~ of the Lanczos basis, hence their { correspond- 
ing spectral densities Wm(E), have a certain physical 
meaning. Attention is centered about the second 
vector [2> which represents he group orbital in 
chemisorption theory [25]-[26]. 
Then the total or unweighted density of states p(N)(x) 
in section 5 and its asympt/~tic, .e. N'-~°% limit p(x) 
in section 6 are investigated directly in terms of the 
density a~l(X ) of the initial vector. Also, in both sec- 
tions the density functions p(N)(x) and p(x) are 
shown to be analytically expressed in terms of the 
matrix elements of the physical Hamiltonian. These 
expressions are especially important since the Hamil- 
tonian operator of a physical system may be written 
as a Jacobi matrix not only through the Lanczos 
process but also directly by means of appropriate 
physical approximations, i.e. by elaborating physical 
models which approximately describe the system 
under consideration. I  this sense we want to mention 
here two examples : the tight-binding models of dis- 
ordered materials in solid-state theory [22]-[23] and 
the Toda-like models in the physics of non-linear 
systems [63]. These two instances are not the only 
ones since the same occurs for all the models describing 
any physical system provided the assumption of the 
nearest-neighbor interaction. 
FinaLly, some concluding remarks are given in section 
7 and then a number of references are shown. 
2. SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF A VECTOR 
Let us consider the Hamiltonian operator correspond- 
Lag to a quantum echanical many-body system. In 
general the associated Hilbert space is infinite. There- 
fore the first step in the actual physical calculations 
usually is to reduce the complete Hilbert space to a 
finite subspace. Then the real Hamiltonian is truncated 
to become aN-dinlensional operator. Generally the 
N-dimensional Hamiltonian isrenormalized in some 
non-well specified way to take into account, at least 
partially, the physical information lost because of not 
considering the complete space. 
Here we shall locate ourselves into a Finite vector 
space V N where the N-dimensional Hamiltonian H is 
supposed to completely characterize our quantum- 
mechanical system. Let ~0==[1> bean arbitrary vector 
normalized to unity, i.e. <111> = 1, of V N. Let us 
denote by {Ei; i= 1,2,..,N } the eigenvalues of H and 
by (¢i; i=1,2 ..... N} their corresponding ormalized 
eigenvectors, i.e. 
H¢i = ECi; i=1,2 ..... N (1) 
Now we will consider the quantities #r(1) and/~r(1) 
defined by 
/lr(1 ) = <1 IHr[l>; r=0,1,2 .... (2) 
gr(1) = <l(H-<I-E>}r[l>~=0,1,2 .... (3) 
respectively. The symbol <I-E>-< 1[H[ 1> = #1(1 ). That 
is/~;(1) and/.Lr(1) are the expectation values of the opera- 
tors H and H-® evaluated atthe vector [1>,respect- 
ively. In other words,#r (1) and/~r(1) are, also resp ective- 
ly, the "moments about he origin" and the "moments 
about he mean" of the spectral density distribution 
COl(E ) of the vector [1> with respect to the Hamihon- 
Jan H in the space V N. Of course the mean is 
<H> = ~{(I) (4) 
For the sake of convenience one can without any 
loss of generality suppose that/~(1) = 0, hence 
/~r(1) =/~r(1) for every r. Further we shall assume 
that all the moments/~r(1) exist, i.e. all of them are 
not infinite. 
To f'md the analytical expression of the spectral 
density O~l(E )we shall operate as follows. Let [1> 
be expanded in the eigenvector b-basis by 
N 
I1>= Z Cill¢i> (5) 
i=l 
Then it is clear that 
N 2 
E ICill = 1 
i=l 
Cil = <@i [l> ; i=  1,2 .... (6) 
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and the quantities #r(1) will be given by 
N 
#r(1) = 2; I<@i11>[ 2 El; r=1,2,3 .... (7) 
i=1 
The knowledge of all these quantities uniquely charac- 
terizes the density function ¢01(E ) defined on a Finite 
support interval (a,b) and given by 
N 
Wl(E ) = E [<#i[1>[ 2 6(E-Ei) (8) 
i=1 
Indeed one obtains 
/'{r (1) fabEroal(E)d E N = = ~ I<¢ill>[ 2E r 
i=1 i 
where one has used the following property of the 
Dirac ~-function 
fabf(E) ~ (E-Ei) dE -- f(Ei) 
f(E) being any function defined in (a,b). 
This function ¢01(E ) is the spectral density of the 
vector I1> with respect to the Hamiitonian H. It gives 
the distribution of the vector [1> among the eigen- 
states of the system. This function is usually called the 
"local density of states" in solid state theory [24] and 
the "weighted ensity of states" or "strength function" 
in nuclear physics [20]. In particular one should 
notice that if 11> represents a singh-particle state of 
a nucleus, within the framework of the shell model, 
the ¢~1(E) gives the distribution of the particle strength 
(i.e. the spreading of the singh-particle state among 
the exact nuclear shell-model igenstates), quantity 
which can be compared with experimental data. 
In the rest of this section we shall summarize the four 
existing procedures to calculate the function ¢o1(E ). 
The conventional way consists of using the expressions 
(7) or (8), what means that we are f'zrstly obliged to 
diagonalize the full Hamiltonian i  order to obtain 
the eigenvalues E i and eigenvectors @i" This is the 
longest and more difficult way because of the high 
dimensionality of the Hamiltonians associated to the 
physical systems. 
The second procedure is to use expression (2) for 
evaluating the moments of the density function 601(E ). 
Usually a finite number of moments can be calculated 
in a straightforward manner but then there is the 
problem to determine the density function from them. 
It is the so-called problem of moments [69],[41]. In 
practical applications the numerical calculation of a 
non-negative d nsity distribution from its moments i
unstable. However this procedure iswidely used, e.g. 
for the determination f the local density of states in 
certain materials within the tight-binding approxima- 
tion in solid state physics (see [70] and references 
therein). Several ways have been developed to 
approximate 601(E ) from a finite number of moments 
[64], [65], [78], [82]. 
The third procedure makes use of the expectation 
value of the Green function or resolvent Gl(Z)=(z-H)-I 
of the Hamiitonian operator H evaluated at the 
vector 11>, i.e. 
6Ol(E)dE 
Rl(Z) = <l[(z--H)-lll> = fO z-E (9) 
Then the spectral density ¢01(E ) is approximated [69], 
[64] as follows 
C°l(E) = ~il [Rl(E_ie)_Rl(E+ie) ] = _lu limlmRl(E+ie) 
(lO) 
where the imaginary shift ie serves merely to convert 
the 6-function at the eigenvahes into lorentzians of 
half-width e and so produce asmooth averaging. The 
imaginary part of the resolvent, i.e. the function 
G(E+ie) -- Im R 1 (E+ie) can be shown to appear as 
the following fraction 
G(E+ie) 2 2 = ll[E+ie-al-b i I(E+ie-a2-b 2[E+ie-a3-'")] 
(11) 
where the a's and b's are the diagonal and off-diagonal 
matrix elements of the Jacobi Hamiltonian of the 
system (see section 3), respectively. This procedure 
has been extensively used in solid state physics [21]- 
[24],[27]-[30]. The articles of V. Heine, R. Haydock 
and M. J. Kelly [77] give a big number of physical 
problems where this procedure isexplicitly used. 
Also Whitehead et al. [20] have shown the strong 
similarity between the density ~o I(E) obtained with 
this procedure and the corresponding function ob- 
tained with the conventional one in a specific nuclear 
shell model configuration. 
Finally let us point out that Nex [81] has recently 
pointed out a fourth procedure which gives expressions 
for the moments of the density function ¢01(E ) in- 
volving only the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian 
H, provided this to be in tridiagonal form. This 
procedure avoids the computational difficulties of 
the method of moments, having been applied to several 
physical problems (see references quoted in [81]). 
In fact the Nex method is able to compute not only 
the moments of 601(E ) but also more general definite 
and indefinite integrals over this density function. 
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE LANCZOS METHOD 
Here we will describe the Lanczos process of tridiagon- 
aIization, also called process of "minimized iterations". 
This algorithm is founded on a vector 11>, arbitrarily 
chosen from the Hilbert space V N associated to the 
N-dimensional Hamiltonian H. As in the previous 
section we shall suppose that this vector is normalized 
to unity, i.e. <1[1> = 1. There are essentially two 
different versions of this process : the standard or 
Lanczos-Paige version which is a numerically well- 
behaved method of tridiagonalization, a d the non- 
standard one which is specially interesting from an 
analytic point of view. Both versions are mathematic- 
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ally but not numerically equivalent, he main reason 
being that the non-standard version makes extensive 
use of the method of moments and one knows that 
these quantities cannot be usually calculated in a 
canonical way. 
Although the emphasis of  this paper is on the non- 
standard Lanczos method, firstly the standard Lanczos 
method will be briefly outlined. Once the initial 
guess 11> has been chosen, then the following opera- 
tions are performed 
H[ I> = r l l l l>-er1212> ; <1[2> = 0 
HI2> = r12[l>+r2212>+r2313> ; <3[2>=<3[1>= 0 
HI3> = r2312>+r33[3>+r3414> ; <4[1>=--<412> 
=<413>=0 
H is Hermitian, so r31 = r13 but by construction 
r13 = 0. Thus one generates a tridiagonal matrix re- 
presentation of H. The operation can be continued. 
The accuracy and numerical effectiveness of this 
procedure has been recently reviewed by Paige [80]. 
In particular if, after each step in this procedure, the 
resulting tridiagonal matrix is diagonalized, it turns 
out that the algebraically largest eigenvalues converge 
very rapidly to the exact largest eigenvalues in the 
full space. 
Then, the Lanczos algorithm is a way to represent the 
projection of the N-dimensional Hamiltonian H onto 
a subspace associated with a particular starting vector. 
This method is closely connected with the moments 
of  H associated with the starting vector. This connec- 
tion is made more transparent in the non-standard 
Lanczos method. In this method one starts with a 
normalized vector [1> and assumes that the moments 
Pr(1) =/.tr(1 ) of its spectral distribution exist. The 
second step is to generate a set of mutually orthogon- 
al and independent vectors constructed by the 
successive operation with the Hamiltonian H on the 
vector [1>, i.e. more precisely 
Ira> = Pm(H)[ l> ; m=l ,2  ..... N (12) 
where Pm(X) is a polynomial of degree m-1 in x of 
the following form [47] : 
Pm(x) = ~- lamrxm-r -1 ;  m=l,2,...,N (13a) 
r ~ 0 
with the a's being arbitrary real parameters except 
that the convention am0 = 0 for every m has been 
adopted. We shall use notation 
Pm(x) = CmPm(X) to indicate the normalized poly- 
nomials. That is, the constant Cm is adjusted in such 
a way that the corresponding vector [m.> to be nor- 
malized to unity, i.e. 
C m = <rrlirn~ -1/2 " (13b) 
The application of the well-known Schmidt procedure 
of orthogonalization [4] leads to the conclusion that 
the sequence of vectors {[m>}~ forms an orthonor- 
1 
malized set with respect o the spectral density 601(x ) 
of the initial vector, i.e. with respect o the spectral 
measure of H associated to [ 1>. This is a consequence 
of the orthonormalization condition of the poly- 
nomials Pro(x), i.e. 
fabpm(x) Pn(X)~l(X) dx = 8m, n (14) 
for m,n = 1,2,3 ..... N. Furthermore, the a's and the 
norms <m[m> corresponding to the vectors of this 
basis, which is called the Lanczos basis, can be ex- 
pressed in terms of the moments of the density func- 
tion ¢o1(x ) as follows : 
m-1  
<mira> = j=01g amj #2m_j_2(1) 
1 r-1 m-r-1 am_r,j/~2m_r_i_j_2(1 ) 
amr -- <m-r im-r> iX=O ami ~ j=O 
(15a) 
where m=2,3 ..... N and r=l ,2 ..... m-1. These expressions 
may also adopt the following compact form : 
A(m,m-r) 
<m[m> = Din-1 ; amr - m-1  (15b) 
Dm_2 Dm_2 
Here we agree to put D_I - 1 so that the relation 
(158) is also valid for m= 1. The symbol A~m'~n-r ) 
denotes the cofactor or adjoint of the element 
x m-r-1 located at the position (m,m-r) in the de- 
terminant Am_ 1. With A m and D m we want to 
symbolize the following objects : 
"/a0(1) /~1(1) ... /;m(i) 
/~1 (1) /a2(1) ... gin+l(1) 
Am---" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 ; 
iVm-1 (1) Pm (1) "'" P2m-l (  ) 
I1 x ... x m 
(-1) r 
amr = Dm_2 
~u0(1) P-1(1) ... Pm(1) 
#1 (1) P.2 (1) ... P.m+l(1) 
D m-  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (16) 
. . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . 
/~ m (I)/,Lm.H(1 ) . . . /~2m(1) 
for m=0,1,2 .... Notice that D m is the well-known 
Gramm or Hankel determinant [41]. Also remark 
that 
/~0(1) /~1(1) ... /~m_r_2(1) /am_r(1) #m_r+l (1) ..- gm_l(1) 
gl (1) #2(I) ... /.Im_r_l(1) /.Zm_r+l(1) #m_r+2 (I) ... Pro(1) 
h_2 (1)/.Jn_l (1) ... /a2m_r_.4(1)/a2m_r_2(l) ;a2m..r_l(1) .-. /a2m_3(1) 
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Other properties as well as explicit expressions for the 
norms in terms of the moments/~r(1 ) have been given 
in reference [47], where there exists a printing error 
in the definition of the symbol A~m'~ n - r ) . -  As stated 
above, this symbol refers to a cofactor of the determ- 
inant Am_ 1 but not of the determinant Dm_ 1 as 
erroneously put in that reference. 
The main property of this procedure is that the repre- 
sentation of the Hamiltonian operator H in the Lanczos 
basis is a Jacobi matrix, i.e. a real symmetric tridiagon- 
al matrix, and its non-vanishing entries Hmm - a m 
and Hm,m+ 1 - b m are given by 
am=am1 -am+l ,  1 ; m= 1,2,...,N 
b = (<m+l[m+l>~ 1/2 (17a) 
m - <mira> " ; m=1,2  ..... N-1 
where we have agreed to put a11-0 so that the case 
m=l is also included. Using equations (15b) these 
matrix elements transform into the following compact 
expressions [41],[47],[73],[18] in terms of the 
moments ~r(1)} of the spectral density ¢01(x) :
A(m,m-1) A(mm+l, m) 
_ m-1 Mm-1 Mm-2 (17b) 
am 
Dm_2 Dm_l Dm_ 1 Dm_ 2 
112 
(D m Dm_ 2) 
b m = 
Dm_l 
where the determinant M n is defined as follows : 
I /a.O(1) /~i ( i )  ... g.n_l(1) ,U-n+l(1) 
Mn----[/~1(1) //2 (1) ... /~n(1) /~n+2(i) 
! 
[#n (1) /~+1 (1) ... ~2n_1(1) /a2n+l(1) 
with the convention M_I = 0. 
It is clear from (16a) that A(mm'l m-l) = -Mm_ 2 and 
that A (m+l'm) One should remark that m = -Mm-l" 
this tridiagonalization is a consequence of the three- 
term recurrence r lation verified by the polynomials 
Pro(x), i.e. 
Pm(X) = (X-am_l) Pm_l(X) -b2_2Pm_2(x ) (18) 
P0(x) = 0; Pl(X) = 1; m = 2,3 ..... N+I 
with the a m and b m given by (17). Also notice that 
Pm(X) is the characteristic polynomials of the (m-1)- 
squared principal submatrix of the Jacobi Hamiltonian 
(17). This observation together with equation (14) 
led to denote the density COl(X ) as the "associated 
weight function of the Jacobi Hamiltonian (17)". 
The eigenvalues of the N-dimensional J cobi Hamil- 
tonian are the zeros of the polynomial PN+I(X). 
Further, the replacement of (15b) and (13b) in (13a) 
leads us to the well-known determinantal expressions 
for the polynomials P(x). [41].[73]. 
Pm(x) = Am-l(X) (19) 
(Dm_ 1 Dm_2 )1/2 
where A~) 1 = Am_ 1- 
One should remark that the Lanczos problem of con- 
structing the Jacobi-matrix-representation of the 
Hamiltonian operator of a quantum-mechanical system 
in terms of a local or weighted ensity of states is 
equivalent to a typical problem in numerical nalysis: 
determination f the three-term-recurrence relation 
of a family of orthogonal polynomials from the power 
moments of its associated weight function. This 
equivalence works when the entries of the Jacobi 
matrix satisfy the following two conditions : 
and bZm>O for all m. From the numerical am ~0 
point of view a number of algorithms has been 
developed, see e.g. Gautschi [50], Golub [49] and 
others [46],[51],[55] .... It is not our purpose to 
compare these algorithms here but we believe that 
they might be useful for certain physical problems. 
Finally one should notice that the expressions (15) 
and (17) are numerically disastrous. Therefore the 
non-standard Lanczos method is not numerically 
adequate unless the moments/~m(1), m=1,2 .... can 
be calculated easily and economically and many 
analytic ancellations in the determinants D and M 
can be found. Although some of these cancellations 
have been found [18], they are not yet enough to 
improve the prospects for numerical computation. 
Here, however, our main purpose is to explicit the 
analytic aspects of the non-standard Lanczos method 
that we have just described. As one can realize in the 
rest of the paper, the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian 
are never calculated but only their concentration r 
distribution i  the whole spectrum. More precisely, 
our main purpose is to calculate analytically the state 
density and its asymptotic limit directly (i.e. avoiding 
deliberately the diagonalization f the Hamiltonian) 
in terms of the matrix elements a n and b n first and 
in terms of the spectral distribution of the initial 
vector secondly. The expressions which are found for 
these densities are not always numerically stable but 
in many practical cases they can supply these quantities 
in an analytical way, especially for the asymptotic 
limit as it is pointed out later on. 
4. SPECTRAL DENSITIES OF THE LANCZOS 
VECTORS 
In the same way as ¢01(x ) is defined by (8), one may 
also consider the spectral density ¢Om(X ) of any 
vector Im> of the Lanczos basis, i.e. 
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N 
corn(x) = ~ I<¢ilm>l 2 6(E_Ei) (20) 
i=l 
This density function obviously gives the spreading of 
the vector [m> among the orthonormalized igenstates 
of the Hamiltonian of our physical system. One can 
easily verify that the moments about he origin 
b N " r #:(m)=f xrCo_(x)dx=<mlHr[~ Z I<#:int>lZE. 
f a uA i = 1 l 1 
(21) 
may be expressed in terms of the moments/.tr(1 ) as 
follows [47] : 
_ 1Min.( m-l/m-a 
Pr (m) 
<mlrn> i=0 j=O 
r = 1,2,3 .... 
amiamj/~2m+r_i-j_2 (1) 
(22) 
Furthermore, the density functions com(X) and Col(X) 
are related by 
Corn(x) =F 2 m (x) Col(X); m = 1,2 ..... N (23) 
These non-negative functions Corn(x) have a number 
of mathematical characteristics : 
(1) The centroid/li(m ) of ~m(X ) is equal to the dia- 
gonal element am of the Jacobi Hamiltonian, and 
(27 When Col(X) is positive definite, the values x = x i 
for which Com(Xi) vanishes are the eigenvalues of the 
(m-1)X(m-1) principal submatrix of the Jacobi 
Hamiitonian. 
On the other hand the density functions Com(X) have 
a Specific physical meaning. Of special importance is 
the function Co2(x) in a context of condensed matter. 
More precisely, away to attack the problem of the 
chemisorption fan atom in a crystal surface is to 
consider the system as made up of three parts which, 
within the framework of the tight-binding formalism 
[25]-[26], are as follows : the adatom orbital [1>, 
the group orbital [2> and the rest of the substrate. 
Therefore the group orbital is the essential link be- 
tween the absorbate and the rest of the substrate and 
it is the density of states at this orbital, i.e. the 
function Co2(x), the quantity which plays the pre- 
dominant role in the "surface molecule picture" of 
the chemisorption problem. 
From (23) one easily sees that the density function 
of states at the group orbital, i.e. Co2(x), is related to 
the density of states Col(X) at the adatom orbital by 
¢o2(x ) = p2(x)col(X ) - x2 col(X) (24) 
/~2 (1) 
where expressions (1-3a) and (15a) have been used. 
The correlation between these two spectral functions 
and the total density of states (whickis studied in the 
next section) as well as the analysis of the Kelly's 
criterion [25]-[26] for the validity of the surface 
molecule picture in the chemisorption problem is 
studied in [33]. 
5. THE TOTAL DENSITY OF STATES 
The total or unweighted density of states, normalized 
to unity, of the N-dimensional J cobi Hamiltonian H 
of our quantum-mechanical system is given by 
p(N)(E) 1 N 1 =-~ 8(E-Ei)= TrS(E-H) (25) 
N i=2 
Then the moments of this density of states are 
pr (N)=fabErp(N)(E)dE=ITrH = 1_ ~ E r (26) 
N N i= l  1 
Notice that we have used the fact that the eigenvalues 
of H are simple and all of them are contained in the 
support interval Ca,b) of its associated weight function 
COl(X). 
Here we shall briefly summarize two different 
methods of determination f the function p(N)(E), 
Both of them do not require the diagonalization f 
the Hamiltonian. 
5.1. Determination fpCN)(x) in terms of colCX) 
The eigenvalue density of the Jacobi Hamiitonian H
may be expressed in terms of the spectral densities 
of the vectors of the Lanczos basis as follows [47] : 
p(N)(x) = 1 N -- Z ¢Om(X ) (27) 
N m=l 
or taking into account (23), 
p(N)(x) -- C°l(X) ~ p2(x) (28) 
N m=l 
where {Pro(x)) N is the family of orthonormal poly- 
nomials which are given by (13) and fulfil the recurs- 
ire relation (18). 
From (27) it is straightforward to obtain the moments 
about he origin of the function p(N)(x) in terms of 
the moments of the spectral densities ¢Om(X ) of the 
Lanczos vectors : 
N 
pr(N) = N 1 m~=l Pr(m ) (29) 
Moreover, using (227 one can obtain the expression 
quantities p;(N) in terms of the moments of  these 
Pr(1) of the spectral distribution col(X) of the initial 
or starting vector. Also it can be shown that they may 
be recursively calculated [47]. This procedure has 
been applied to several types of weight functions 
col(X) in reference [47]. 
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5.2. Determination of the moments ofp(N)(x) in 
terms of the matrix elements an and b n of the 
Jacobi I-lamiltonian H 
This method consists [56]-[58] of calculating the 
moments/~r (N) given by (26) directly in function of 
the matrix elements an and b n of the Jacobi Hamilton- 
ian of the physical system under consideration. The 
corresponding expressions turn out to be as follows : 
/~m(N)= 1 Z F(ri,rl,r~,r 2 ..... rj,rj%1)" 
N (m) 
~-t r i 2r I r~ 2r. 
i= la i  b i ai+ 1 .......... b i~_l  a~# 1, (30a) 
m = 1,2 ..... N 
where the First summation Y. runs over all partitions 
(m) 
(ri, rl,r ~ ..... rj, r;+l) of the number m such that 
(a) ~11 r i+2~=lr i  = m (30b) 
(b) If r s = 0,1<s<j, then rk=r~=0 for each k~s. 
andj is equal to m/2 or (m-1)/2 for m even or odd 
respectively. In the second summation t denotes the 
number of non-vanishing r i which are involved in the 
corresponding partition of m. The factorial coefficients 
F are defined as follows : 
(ri_l +ri'+ri-1 F(r l , r l  .... ~rp_l,rp_l,rp) = m 
i= l(ri_l_l)!r~!ri! (30c) 
with the convention r0= rp= 1. The f~rst few moments 
(30) are explicitly shown in [56]. Certainly the ex- 
pressions (30a) are not numerically well behaved but 
they have been proved to be very useful to analytically 
study the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of wide 
classes of matrices. In particular they have been used 
[57],[58] to analytically obtain the moments of the 
asymptotic density of eigenvalues of the so-called 
rational Jacobi matrices, i.e. real symmetric matrices 
whose entries a n and b n are instances of the following 
rational functions of the subscript n, 
QO (n) b 2 Ra(n) 
a n -- ; - -  P f l (n )  n T,y(n) 
where QO (n), Pfl(n), Ra(n ) and TT(n ) are arbitrary 
polynomials of degrees O, 3, a and 7 respectively. 
This kind of matrices has been encountered in the 
tight-binding study of disordered materiaLs (see [70] 
and references therein) and in the characterization f 
birth-death processes with rationa! growth rates [59]. 
6. THE ASYMIrlY)TICAL DENSITY OF STATES 
This section surveys three methods to calculate the 
asymptotical (i.e. when N-*o~ density of states p(x) of 
a quantum-mechanical system which do not require 
the diagoualization of its associated Hamiltonian. In 
other words, the quantity to be determined is the 
asymptotical density of eigenvalues of the Jacobi 
Hamiltonian of our physical system which is given by 
p(x) = ~mo ° p(N)(x) (31) 
where p(N)(x) is the function defined by (25). The 
first method, see subsection 6.1, permits to analytic- 
ally fred the density p(x) in terms of the spectral 
distribution of an arbitrary vector, I1> say, of the 
reduced Hilbert space of the system, i.e. in terms 
of ¢01(x ). The other two methods, see subsection 
6.2, give the density p(x) from the entries a n and 
b n of the Jacobi Hamiltonian of the system. 
6.1. Determination ofp(x) directly from Wl(X ) 
This method is founded in subsection 5.1. The con- 
sideration of the limit N -*oo in (28) leads immediately 
to obtain 
p(x)=co,(x) l im 1~ ~2(x) (32) 
* N ' -~°N m=l  m 
This simple and compact expression for p(x) has 
been used [35] ,[48] for a number of non-trivial 
spectral densities COl(X ). 
Alternatively one might be interested in calctdadng 
the moments 
#r = fbxr p(x)dx ; r = 0,1,2 .... (33) 
directly in terms of the moments {~tr(1); r=0,1,2,...) 
of the density 601(x ). This can be obtained by taking 
the limit N--~o in the expression (29). One easily gets 
. 1 m~ i/~r(m ) (34) 
Then it is "only" missing to combine quations (34) 
and (22) to have the wanted expressions of/a r in 
function of/~r(1 ). This method has been used for a 
number of simple weights Wl(X ), e.g. a Gaussian 
density, a uniform density, a semicircular density and 
a Pearson type III weight function (also called Poisson 
density with v degrees of freedom or simply Gamma 
density) in reference [47]. 
6.2. Determination of p(x) directly from the Jacobi 
Hamiltonian 
There are three ways to find p(x) directly from the 
entries a n and b n of the Jacobi Hamiltonian. The 
oldest one is due to Dean and Dyson [61]-[62] and 
the other two have been shown recently by us [56]- 
[58],[32]. Let us briefly summarize these three 
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procedures. 
6.2.1. Method of Dean-Dyson [61 ]-[62] 
In generalizing and substantially modifying some ideas 
of Dyson, Dean argues as follows. If the dimension N
of the Jacobi Hamiltonian H is sufficiently large, the 
number of eigenvalues smaller or equal to E, L(E) say, 
may be regarded as an analytic function of E. Then 
the derivative of this function, i.e. 
p(E) = dL(E) (35) 
dE 
is the density of eigenvalues of the Jacobi Hamiltonian 
H of very large, N -*~°, dimensionality. Dean defines a
"characteristic function" 
OO 
fZ(x) = f0 In(l-',-Ex)p(E)dE (36) 
and proves that " 
N 
~2(x) = tim 1 Z ln[(l+aix)(l_gi) ] (37a) 
N -~o° N i=1 
where gi is the following continued fraction :
gi(x) = ai/{1-gZi+l/[1-ai+2/(...-an_l)...]} (37b) 
with 
Ibii2x2 (37c) 
a i = (l+aix) (l+ai+lX) 
Dean [61] has also proved the convergence of the 
function gi for all real positive x subject o the follow- 
ing restrictive conditions on the matrix elements : 
41bk 12 ~< akak+ 1 ; k = i, i+1 .... (38) 
Once the characteristic function ~(x) has been 
found by means of the expressions (37), one can de- 
termine the total eigenvalue density p(E) by inverting 
the functional transformation (36). It turns out to be 
given as follows : 
p(E) = (27r2E) -1 f~  cosh ,ra (.f0°°(Ex) -1/2 
cos [alnEx]fZ' (x)dx} da (39) 
A formula which applies even when ~2(x) is known 
only approximately. 
6.2.2. Second method [56]-[58] 
In this method the eigenvalue density (31) of the 
Jacobi Hamlltonian ischaracterized by the knowledge 
of all its moments/~r defined by (33). Then these 
quantities may be explicitly determined in terms of 
the entries an and b n by using (30) and (34). 
This method has been used [57]-[58] to analyze the 
spectral collective properties of the above mentioned 
rational Jacobi matrices. 
6.2.3. Third method [32L[63 ]
This procedure is founded on a theorem recently 
proved by Nevai and the author [60] in the general 
theory of orthogonal polynomials. Here, as in the pre- 
vious method, the density p(x) defined by (31) is 
characterized by its moments/~r asstated in (33). 
However, contrary to the second method, the calcula- 
tion of/a r in terms of the entries a n and b n of the 
physical Jacobi Hamiltonian iscarried out as follows. 
Let R and g+be the set of real numbers and the set 
of positive real numbers respectively. Assume that 
there exists two numbers aE g and b E gtsuch that 
the matrix elements a n and b n satisfy 
lim a n=a lira bn_b  (40) 
n--~oo n--~o .2 
Then the moments/a~ re given by 
~2]  b2j a r-2j 2-2j (j2j)(~j) (41> 
/'tr = j=0 
for every non-negative integer . The symbol [r/2] is 
equal to r/2 or (r-l)/2 when r is even or odd respect- 
ively. 
This method has been recently used to study the 
asymptotic bulk density of states of some tight-bind- 
ing Hamiltonians in solid state physics [32] and to 
investigate he integrability [63] of certain on-linear 
discrete systems, e.g. Todd lattices, Volterra systems 
and ladder-type electric ircuits. In the last case the 
moments/~r turn out to be constants of motion of 
those systems, and (41) permits to analyze the 
moments/~r of their corresponding Hamlltonians 
directly in terms of the asymptotical behavior of the 
dynamical variables which characterize them. 
The three above-mentioned methods of determination 
of the asymptotic density of eigenvalues pIx) of a 
Jacobi Hamiltonian are complementary. Indeed, each 
one has its own advantages and disadvantages. The 
first method is the only one which is able to give the 
density p(x) in a explicit analytical way, at least in 
principle, by means of (39) ; however it requires the 
convergence ofa continued fraction, what is guarant- 
eed for the Jacobi matrices whose spectrum is totally 
positive and verify the restriction (38), and the 
evaluation of the double integral (39). The second 
method is not subject o any restrictions, i.e. it may 
be applied to any Jacobi matrix, but it is a bit cumber- 
some. Finally the third procedure seems to be more 
elegant, much simpler and easier of application, al- 
though it works "only" for Jacobi matrices satisfying 
the restrictive conditions (40). 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have surveyed only one aspect of 
the work that has been done, and is being done in the 
area of applications of the Lanczos method to the 
physical sciences. Specifically, we have been concern- 
ed with the determination f local and bulk collective 
properties of the spectrum of states of a quantum- 
mechanical many-body system by making profit of 
the Jacobi-matrix form of its associated Hamiltonian. 
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Further, we have put together a number of  methods 
available in the literature to calculate : 
(a) the local density of  states, i.e. the density of states 
at a certain site of  the system, also called strength 
function or weighted ensity of states. 
(b) the bulk, total or unweighted ensity of states of 
the system within a model in which the associated 
infinite Hilbert space has been reduced so that the 
Hamiltonian of  the system is a N-dimensional 
Jacobi matrix. And 
(c) the asymptotical, i.e. when N -*°°, density of  states 
of  the system. 
Mathematically, these physical concepts are the 
spectral density distribution of  a vector of  the reduced 
Hilbert space, the density of  eigenvalues of  the N- 
dimensional Jacobi matrix, i.e. p(N)(x), and its 
asymptotical limit p(x) = lira p(N)(x), respectively. 
N-,oo 
Let us remark the two following points related to the 
above-mentioned collective properties of the eigen- 
value spectrum of  a physical Jacobi Hamiltonian. 
Firstly the procedures reviewed in this paper which 
calculate those properties do not require the diagon- 
alization of  any matrix. Secondly, from a physical 
point of  view, those properties are especially relevant 
because they may be checked with experimental data 
obtained at the laboratory. 
The detailed knowledge of the spectrum of a physical 
system, e.g. a nucleus, that is the determination of all 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of  the high-N- 
dimensional Hamiltonian matrix is very often totally 
unuseful, hence a waste of  time and effort. The reason 
is as follows. At the laboratory one can only resolve, 
hence experimentally measure, a few lowest energy 
levels which are very close to the energy of  the ground 
state of  the system. When one goes a little bit up with 
the energy, the number of  levels in the spectrum is so 
high that they cannot be separated out and then the 
only quantities to characterize the spectrum are 
necessarily of  collective character, e.g. the density of 
states or the moments of  this function. It seems to us 
that this fact illustrates how important are methods 
of determination of  the spectral collective properties 
of  a Jacobi Hamiltonian matrix without the need of 
diagonalizing it,.as those reviewed in this paper. 
We should also say that some of the methods mention- 
ed do not directly calculate the density of states but 
its moments ~r~ °° . When all these moments g~Only'' 
are known and the moment problem is determined 
[69], one can f'md the characteristic function f(x) -- 
~ (--ix) k Uk/k! and then determine the density of 
states o(x) as the Fourier transform of f(x). However 
it often occurs that only a finite number of  power 
moments are known. In such a case there are several 
ways, see e.g. [41],[78],[81],[82],  to approximate 
the density of  states, most of which are numerically 
unstable. Here we should also mention that the process 
of  construction of the Jacobi matrix from power 
moments ur = fb x r o(x) dx might be severely ill- 
conditioned. These two instabilities are because of 
the power moments vr are a poor way to "codify" 
the density a(x), [54]. In this sense the so-caRed 
"modified moments" v '=  b r fa Pr (x) a(x) dx, Pr(X) 
being a suitably set of polynomials, are much more 
interesting [52]-[55]. 
To conclude, it should also be mentioned that the 
Lanczos method described in this paper has been ex- 
tended, and is being extended in the two following 
natural ways. First to characterize the spectral distribu. 
tion 601(x ) of the initial vector by means of  its 
modified moments Vr(1 ). In this sense procedures of 
constructing a Jacobi matrix from these moments 
have been developed [52]-[55] and used in some 
physical applications [71], although much work re- 
mains to be done, e.g. to find the corresponding 
spectral functions p(N)(x) and p(x). Secondly to start 
not with an initial vector but with several initial 
vectors in parallel yielding the so-called Band or Block 
Lanczos method [66]-[68], [72]. This method has 
also an important role to play in the determination 
of the bulk density of states of disordered systems 
and possibly in other areas [74]. 
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